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This perpetual award includes a bamboo 
plaque and 1 recycled glass tile. Recycled 
glass tiles are made entirely from a mix 
of post-industrial and post-consumer 
materials in the USA.

Set includes four 4” square coasters made 
of 100% recycled glass in a blue pine 
caddy. Recycled glass is handcrafted 
in the USA from post-consumer and 
industrial waste.

Two piece 12 oz recycled drinking glass 
set. Made in the USA by a minority-owned 
company. Glasses are dishwasher safe. 
Comes in matching or assorted colors.

USA made 5” round recycled glass award is 
made from post-consumer and industrial 
waste and sits on a 1” bamboo base.

4” square coaster is made from 100% 
recycled glass. Handcrafted in the USA 
from post-consumer and industrial waste. 

Additional tiles for the perpetual award.
Made in the USA from recycled glass.
Custom sand etching on 2” x 2” glass tile.

Recycled glass self watering 
planter kit is perfect for your office 
plants. Made in the USA from 
repurposed wine bottles.

Self Watering 
Planter Kit

Why is recycling glass so important?
 Recycled glass uses less energy during its recycling process. According to the 

New York Department of Environmental Conservation, recycled glass requires 40 
percent less energy than making it from all new materials. Recycling glass 
reduces emissions, saves energy, and reduces consumption of raw material. The 

number is much higher in states with bottle bills which have a beverage container 
recycling rate of around 60%, while non-deposit states only reach about 24%.

Here are just a few of the many benefits 
of recycling glass:

Recycled Glass 
Products
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Reduces air pollution 
by 20% over making 

new glass.

Reduces water pollution 
by 50% over making 

new glass. 

Reduces space 
in landfills. 

A glass container can go from a recycling bin to 
a store shelf in as little as 30 days.

Saves energy needed 
to create new glass.
 Making products from recycled glass 

consumes 40% less energy than 
making new glass.

Conserves natural 
resources. 

Every ton of glass that is recycled saves 
more than a ton of raw materials 

needed to create new glass.  
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